Clarification On Your Membership Credit To Seabury

Like with any change, especially when it comes to contracts, it’s always important to understand your rights, as well as any new terms and conditions.

As you may recall, last February, the Seabury and SAH Contracts reflected a modification to its fee schedules. On campus, the Plan 2% declining refund plan was replaced with Plan 0%, which eliminated the 50-month amortization refund schedule. Plan 67% remained the same, and the Plan 85% plan was slightly modified to a Plan 80% structure.

For SAH, the Platinum Plan went from a 90% refund (90% credit to Seabury) to an 80% refund (80% credit to Seabury). Please note, that if you are under contract in Platinum with a 90% refund/credit, that DOES NOT CHANGE. At any point in time, you or your estate shall receive a 90% refund or, you may credit 90% against the entrance fee when you move into an apartment or cottage at Seabury.

The Gold, Gold Plus, Silver, Sterling, Copper, TitaniumCARE and Titanium plans all used to be a 2% declining refund model. As of last February, this changed to a 0% refund, similar to the 0% refund as noted above, for the campus fee schedule. However, some of you are still within that 2% amortizing window. This again, DOES NOT CHANGE. The new, 0% structure only relates to new Members who joined after this change was made.

What’s more, whether you are in a 2% or 0% structure (such as in Gold or Gold Plus), and you wish to move to Seabury, your ENTIRE Membership Fee is applicable as a credit to Seabury, at any time, in Plan 0% at Seabury. Please contact your Marketing Counselor with questions.

Best of Hartford 2020!

It's that time of year again! The polls are once again open for Hartford Magazine’s annual “Best of Hartford” Readers’ Poll and voting is open through Sat., Feb. 29, 2020! Seabury can be voted on in three (3) different categories: Retirement Community & Active Adult Community, listed under **(cont. on back page)**
SEABURY AT HOME BOOK CLUB — SAVE THE DATE

“The Most Fun We Ever Had” by Claire Lombardo is our next book, which is a fictional selection! We will be meeting on **Thurs., March 19, 2020 at 10:30 a.m. in The Atrium.** All SAH Members are welcome! Please call Lisa or Cindy at 860-243-4021 or -4030 if you are attending for the first time.

BEST OF HARTFORD continued...

the “Home” section, and for Senior Services, which is located under the “Professional Services” section. By visiting the following link, https://www.courant.com/hartford-magazine/best-of/#/, you may log in with your existing email account, or create a new user profile if this is your first time. In addition, Marketing will be holding voting clinics throughout the month of February, at The Top of the Stairs. Please see below, for dates and times where if you are here for ALP, lunch, dinner or visiting a friend, stop on by and we can help you register! Thank you for voting for Seabury, a “Best of Hartford” award recipient since 2009! The following dates and times are subject to change:

- Mon., Feb. 3: 11:00 a.m. to 12:00 p.m. or 4:00 to 5:00 p.m.
- Fri., Feb. 7: 11:00 a.m. to 12:00 p.m.
- Tues., Feb. 11: 11:00 a.m. to 12:00 p.m.
- Wed., Feb. 12: 11:00 a.m. to 12:00 p.m. or 3:00 p.m. to 4:00 p.m.
- Mon., Feb. 17: 1:00 to 2:00 p.m.
- Thurs., Feb. 20: 11:00 a.m. to 12:00 p.m.
- Tues., Feb. 25: 11:00 a.m. to 12:00 p.m.
- Wed., Feb. 26: 3:00 p.m. to 4:00 p.m.
- Fri., Feb. 28: 11:00 a.m. to 12:00 p.m or 2:00 p.m. to 3:00 p.m.

SAH MEMBER REFLECTS ON RECENT IT SUPPORT AT SEABURY

“My laptop was showing signs of unhealthy aging, finally crashed and my resuscitative measures failed. Marc Ziolli quickly put me in touch with Seabury’s IT Team and within hours I was on campus with my “black screen” laptop in hand. Words can’t express my appreciation. Ron Hoos quickly diagnosed the problem, ran a number of troubleshooting tests and I’m now writing this note on a healthy (aging) HP computer! He also offered several proactive recommendations for my current (and perhaps future) computer and (at home) network needs. I’d highly encourage SAH Members to call upon Seabury’s IT team for their laptop troubleshooting needs. Professional expertise, caring demeanor and exceptionally reasonable rates has me recommending their services with rave reviews!”

For rates and to make an appointment, please call the Seabury IT/MIS number at 860-243-6108 where you will reach Renaud or Ron.
FEBRUARY 2020

Rashawn Vassell is Seabury’s new Events & Program Coordinator. Please contact him at 860-286-4285 with any programming questions.

Sunday | Monday | Tuesday | Wednesday | Thursday | Friday | Saturday
--- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | ---
2 | 3 | 4 | 5 | 6 | 7 | 8
10:30 Chapel | 10:30 ALP: Nutmeg Nines - HH Baseball | 9:00 Bank Opens | 9:00 Hospitality Comm CAS | 11:00 Dr. Coll’s Lecture: HH (Special Time) | 9:00 Men’s Mug Club TR | 9:00 Men’s Mug Club TR
7:15 NO MOVIE | 10:00 ALP: Poetic Metrics MR | 1000 ALP: Industrial CH Revolution II | 12:00 Conventional French GR | 10:30 ISOD | 10:30 ISOD | 10:30 ISOD
11:00 Lunch Bunch Trip: Cracker Barrel | 1000 Encore Comm. HP | 1000 Encore Comm. HP | 1:45 Tea | 10:00 Encore Comm. HP | 10:00 Encore Comm. HP | 10:00 Encore Comm. HP
1:00 Open Studio CAS | 2:00 Bereavement Support SP | 2:00 Bereavement Support SP | 2:15 Together to Music CAS | 2:00 Bereavement Support SP | 2:00 Bereavement Support SP |
3:00 Mahjong GR | 3:00 Knit ‘N Stitch HP | 3:00 Knit ‘N Stitch HP | 3:00 Jewish Service CH | 3:00 Knit ‘N Stitch HP | 3:00 Knit ‘N Stitch HP |
3:00 Meditation SP | 4:00 Action Forum GV | 4:00 Drop-In Social HP | 7:45 Cribbage CAS | 4:30 Drop-In Social HP | 4:30 Drop-In Social HP |
6:45 Duplicate Bridge CAS | | | 7:15 Movie: Stormy Weather | | | 7:15 Movie: The Station Agent
7:00 UConn vs. Oregon HH | | | 8:30 Gallery Opening: TOS Harriet Gardner
7:15 Photographer: Ed CH | | | | | |
9 | 10 | 11 | 12 | 13 | 14 | 15
10:30 Chapel | 10:00 Health Comm. HH | 9:00 Bank Opens | 9:00 Bank Opens | 10:30 SAH Council Mtg. BR | 10:30 Men’s Mug Club TR | 10:00 Men’s Mug Club TR
7:15 NO MOVIE | 1:00 Open Studio CAS | 10:00 ALP: Poetic Metrics MR | 10:00 ALP: Poetic Metrics MR | 11:00 Kelly Allen Lecture: HH Understanding Diabetes | 10:15 Storytellers w/ HH | 10:15 Storytellers w/ HH
1:00 Mahjong GR | 12:30 Coin Club B | 12:30 Coin Club B | 12:00 ALP: Industrial CH Revolution II | 2:15 Together to Music CAS | 4:30 Drop-In Social HP | 4:30 Drop-In Social HP
3:00 Meditation SP | 2:00 Bereavement Support SP | 2:00 Bereavement Support SP | 1:00 Managing Grief And Loss | 3:00 Jewish Service CH | 7:00 Bridge CAS |
3:00 Knit ‘N Stitch HP | 3:00 Knit ‘N Stitch HP | 7:15 Movie: What About Bob? CH | | | |
4:00 Drop-In Social HP | 4:30 Drop-In Social HP | | | | | 7:00 Bridge CAS
7:00 UConn @ S. Carolina HH
9 | 10 | 11 | 12 | 13 | 14 | 15
10:30 Chapel | 8:30 Men’s Breakfast MDR | 18:00 Bank Opens | 19:00 Bank Opens | 11:00 SAH Council Mtg. BR | 10:30 Men’s Mug Club TR | 10:30 Men’s Mug Club TR
7:15 NO MOVIE | 1:00 Open Studio CAS | 10:00 ALP: Poetic Metrics MR | 10:00 ALP: Poetic Metrics MR | 11:00 Kelly Allen Lecture: HH Understanding Diabetes | 10:15 Storytellers w/ HH | 10:15 Storytellers w/ HH
1:00 ALP: Creative Writing GV | 1000 2G’s GV | 18:00 Bank Opens | 13:00 Cont. Dementia Disc.CAS | 2:15 Together to Music CAS | 4:30 Drop-In Social HP | 4:30 Drop-In Social HP
1:00 Mahjong GR | | 1000 ALP: Poetic Metrics MR | 1:00 Comm. Comm. BR | 2:00 Drop-In Social HP | 7:00 Bridge CAS | 7:00 Bridge CAS
1:00 Meditation SP | 12:30 Coin Club B | 20:00 ALP: Poetic Metrics MR | 20:00 Great Decisions HH | 3:00 Knit ‘N Stitch HP | 3:00 Knit ‘N Stitch HP |
6:45 Duplicate Bridge CAS | 2:00 Bereavement Support SP | | 4:30 Drop-In Social HP | 7:15 Movie: What About Bob? CH | 7:15 Movie: A Beautiful Mind |
| | 12:00 Community Forum CH | 7:15 Movie: What About Bob? CH |
23 | 24 | 25 | 26 | 27 | 28 | 29
10:30 Chapel | 10:00 Library Committee L | 9:00 Bank Opens | 9:00 Bank Opens | 10:00 Flower Committee CAS | 9:00 Men’s Mug Club TR | 9:00 Men’s Mug Club TR
2:30 Seabury Author Speak CH Davida Crabtree | 1:00 Open Studio CAS | 9:00 Buildings & Grounds/CAS | 9:00 Buildings & Grounds/CAS | 11:00 Community Forum CH | 9:00 Men’s Mug Club TR | 9:00 Men’s Mug Club TR
7:15 NO MOVIE | 1:00 ALP: Creative Writing GV | 10:00 ALP: Poetic Metrics MR | 9:00 Buildings & Grounds/CAS | 2:00 Great Decisions HH | 10:00 Men’s Mug Club TR |
1:00 ALP: Creative Writing GV | 1000 ALP: Poetic Metrics MR | 1000 ALP: Poetic Metrics MR | 2:00 Great Decisions HH | 2:00 Bereavement Support SP | 2:00 Bereavement Support SP |
1:00 Mahjong GR | 3:00 Mahjong GR | 3:00 Mahjong GR | | 3:00 Knit ‘N Stitch HP | 3:00 Knit ‘N Stitch HP |
3:00 Meditation SP | 4:00 Meditation SP | | | 4:00 Drop-In Social HP | 4:00 Drop-In Social HP |
6:45 Duplicate Bridge CAS | 6:45 Duplicate Bridge CAS | | | 6:45 Duplicate Bridge CAS | 6:45 Duplicate Bridge CAS |
| | | 11:00 Community Forum CH | 9:00 Buildings & Grounds/CAS | 9:00 Buildings & Grounds/CAS | 9:00 Buildings & Grounds/CAS | 9:00 Buildings & Grounds/CAS |
10:00 Library Committee L | 11:00 Community Forum CH | | 2:00 Great Decisions HH | 10:00 ALP: Poetic Metrics MR | 1000 ALP: Poetic Metrics MR | 1000 ALP: Poetic Metrics MR |
11:00 Community Forum CH | 2:00 Great Decisions HH | | 2:00 Bereavement Support SP | 1000 ALP: Poetic Metrics MR | 1000 ALP: Poetic Metrics MR | 1000 ALP: Poetic Metrics MR |
11:00 Community Forum CH | 2:00 Bereavement Support SP | | 3:00 Knit ‘N Stitch HP | 3:00 Knit ‘N Stitch HP | 3:00 Knit ‘N Stitch HP |
11:00 Community Forum CH | 3:00 Knit ‘N Stitch HP | | 4:30 Drop-In Social HP | 4:30 Drop-In Social HP | 4:30 Drop-In Social HP |
11:00 Community Forum CH | 4:30 Drop-In Social HP | | | | | 7:15 Movie: The Station Agent
10:00 Library Committee L | 11:00 Community Forum CH | | | | | 10:00 Men’s Mug Club TR
10:00 Library Committee L | 11:00 Community Forum CH | | | | | 10:00 Men’s Mug Club TR
All programs are subject to change

Location Key
5TH 5th Flr across from Library
A TR Atrium
B Bistro
B L Bistro Lounge
BC Business Center
BR Board Room
SP Center of Spirituality
918 Channel 918
919 Channel 919
CH Chapel
CAS Community Activity Space
DS Dance Studio
ES Encore Shop
GR Game Room
GV Garden View
HP Hearthside Parlor
HH Heritage Hall
HT Hilltop
L Library
LB Lobby
MDR Main Dining Room
MR Media Room
MAT Matatorium
NL North Lounge
OFF Offsite
PS Pilates Studio
SWBR South Wing Britton Room
SWD South Wing Dance Studio
TR Terrace Room
TOS Top of Stairs
AR ARVS Activity Room
V DR VDRS Dining Room
VFS VFS Fitness Studio
VL VLRS Library
WP VRVPS View Point
VT VTV View TV Area
VLR View Living Room

Location Key
SW BR     South W ing Britton
SW D     South W ing Dance
N L     N orth Lounge
M DR     Main D ining Room
M R     Media Room
N AT     N atatorium
N L     N orth Lounge
O FF     Offsite
P S     Pilates Studio
S WB R    South W ing Britton Room
S WD     South W ing Dance Studio
T R     Terrace Room
T OS     Top of Stairs
A R     ARVS Activity Room
V D R     VDRS Dining Room
V F S     VFS Fitness Studio
V L     VLRS Library
V P     View Point
V T V     View TV Area
V L R     View Living Room